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7213. Bonil Angles in Nitrogen-containing Heterocyclic Molecules
Isoelectronic with Benzene

By C. A. Coursor and H. Looysl.rce

It is shown that there is a simple additivity relationship for the bond
angles of heterocyclic analogues of benzene with formula [CH]u_rNr, in
which the replacement of CH by N may be treated as if it were a perturbation
changing all the angles of the ring by definite amounts.

A simple valence-force field which has three effective parameters is con-
structed so as to reproduce the observed ring angles in these molecules. It
appears that the atoms adjacent to a ring nitrogen are significantly afiected
by the aza-replacement.

WnnN one of the CH groups in benzene is replaced by a nitrogen atom, to give pyridine(r),
there are certain small changes in the ring angles. The replacement may therefore be
treated as a small perturbation. Recently-, Kim and Hameka 1 collected experimental
results for the molecules (I)-(V), in which one, two, three, or four such aza-replacements
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have taken place. The values of the ring angles are shown in the Table. Forpyridazine(vr),
however, no experimental measurements are available.

Calculated and observed valence angles l
Additivity value with Additivity value

Value from ref. 2 pyridine as basis using ba.sis (2)

(p
(r)

Angle Exptl. value I

Pyridine (I)

c rr7'r0'
01 123'53',
0r 118'28',
03 lI8'20'

Pyrazine (II)
d, ll5"
0 122.6

Pyrimidine (III)
6
01
0,

1,3,5-Triazine (IV)
d rl5
0r t28
02 123
03 116

1,2,4,5-Tetrazite (Y)

c rl30 r27

Pyridazine (VI)
c 116g r27

In 1964 one of us z explained these experimental results by means of a simple valence-
force field, in which only one force constant was used. This was for the bending of the
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ring angles. If it was assumed that there was a difference of about lIo between the natural
bond angles of carbon and nitrogen atoms, the whole series of ring angles were predicted
as shown in the Table, with a mean error of only 1.2".

The present Paper continues a discussion of these molecules, in two ways. First it
shows that there is an additivity relationship for successive aza-replacements, so that the
excellent situation described earlier 2 is less surprising than it might have seemed.
Secondly, we look more carefully at the nature of the force-field, on which the shapes of
these molecules depend.

The Add.itiaity Relationship.-Since an aza-replacement causes only a small perturb-
ation of ring angles, it would be expected, from the principle of linear additivity of small
perturbations, that we could calculate all the bond angles in the molecules (II)-(VD
from a knowledge of the angles in pyridine(I) alone. We are, in effect, supposing that
each nitrogen atom introduces its own " pyridine deviations " from 120'in the ring angles.
There will also be changes in bond length, but these are irrelevant for our purpose.

Let us therefore start with the observed pyridine angles. These were obtained by
microwave spectroscopy and are likely to be fairly accurate. In terms of the deviations
from I20', these give

Ad: -3'l0', A01 : +3'53', A02: -1o28', AOs: -1o40'. (t)

By the principle of additivity, we should expect, in the case of pyrimidine(llr),

6:120" - 1"28' - 3o l0' : ll5" 22',

0r : l20o + 3'53' + 3'53' : l27o 46',

0z : 120' - lo 40' + 3'53' : 122" 13',

0a : 120' - lo 28' - 1o 28' : ll7" 4'.

Similar calculations to these give the values shown in the Table. It is clear that agree-
ment with experiment is in general very satisfactory. 1,2,4,5-Tetrazine(v) forms an ex-
ception, though even here the greatest error is only just over 20-

This calculation, in which the mean deviation from experiment is only 0.84o, shows
very clearly that we are permitted to treat aza-replacement as a small perturbation. There
is a sense, therefore, in which we only need to " explain " the pyrifine angles; for then the
others follow automatically.

Before we attempt this explanation for pyridine, there is another way in which we could
treat the additivity situation. One could accept all the experimental values in the Table,
and then seek those pyridine-like deviations, Ad, A0r, . . which would fit them best. A
least-squares fit of the data in the Table leads to the values

ad: -3.40o, A0r: +4.45", A0r: -1.66o, A0r: -2.30". (2)

The agreement with (l) is excellent, the differences never exceeding 0.7'. There may be
some uncertainty about the weighting method used in the above least-squares fit. With
a different weighting scheme taking account of the sy,rnmetry of some of these molecules,
which may make some angles occur twice as often as others, we obtained

ad: -3.30o, A0r: +4.35., A,0r: -1.45o, A0r: -1.67o. (3)

The differences between (f) and (3) are now always less than $'.
Using the pyridineJike deviations (2) and the additivity principle, we compute the bond

angles shown in the Table. The mean deviation from experiment is now a little less than
0'6'. This is as good as some of the experiments warrant. It must, however, be emphasised
that the bond angles of pyridine (determined by microwave methods) are much morb reli-
able than the values for the other molecules (determined by X-ray-diffraction). The differ-
ences between the flrst and third columns in the Table are well within the error of an X-ray
determination.



The Force Field..-Our discussion so far has been purely phenomenological, and has
been set out in order to justify the additivity principle. If we want to find out why the
bond angles have their observed values, it follows that we need only concern ourselves with
pyridine. If the values for that molecule fit with some proposed force-field, the other
molecules will fit also. Our available experimental data are therefore limited to the four
distinct angles in pyridine. Since there are two necessary geometrical relationships 2

involving these angles, we are reduced to two independent experimental quantities. We
cannot therefore derive the complete expression for any force-field with more than two
parameters. In the previous work 2 only one effective parameter was introduced; this
was the " natural " valence angle of an aromatic nitrogen atom. In order to get a good
fit with experiment this was taken to be about 109', in contrast with the assumed value of
120" for aromatic carbon.

It is quite possible, however, that the perturbation introduced by aza-replacement,
by afiecting the polarity of the C-N bonds, will change the hybridisation ratios at the
carbon atoms. We ought therefore to consider the possibility that there is a different
" natural " valence angle for the carbon atoms as well as the nitrogen. This
value need not be 1201 and it need not be the same for all the carbon atoms. ,rlV

We are now dealing with pyridine, and take the notation as in the diagram. [ ' 3j,
As before 2 we suppose that the force constants for bending at all atoms are the \97
same. We also add a subscript n (e.g., {", 01n) to denote a natural valence
angle. Then the actual angles in pyridine will be such as to minimise the expression
Z, where

2V: (6 - 6")' * 2(0r - 0u)'*2(02- 0zn)2 * (0a - 0a")2,

subject to the geometrical relationships

f(d,oi) = 6I2\a2orl o3-720.:o
S(d,0,) = sin ]0, - 7 sin f{ } sin (01 + +d) : 0

where y : alb :0.96085 from experiment.s
If we introduce Lagrange undetermined multipliers ()., p) this is equivalent to seeking

the unrestricted minimum of the expression (V - ^f. - 
pg). We are led to the set of

equations:

6 - 6"- I + $pycos L6 - *vcos (0, + +d) : 0,

2(0, - 0h) - 2r - pcos (01 + +d) : 0,

2(or-o7n)-2\:0,
0s - Oao - ). - $p. cos $0, : g. (4)

The values ol $, 0r, 0r, 0, are to be those found experimentally.s The unknowns are
4n,0u,,02o,lsn, I, and pt.

By elimination of ). and p from the set of equations (4) we are left with two linearly
independent equations involving the four natural angles $n, . .\so. The simplest assump-
tion to make, at this stage, is that the influence of the nitrogen atom extends only to the
adjacent carbon atoms. Let us therefore put 02o: 6rn. The two resulting equations can
easily be shown to lead to the results

$n - 0u: -7"L5', 0u - 02,: +4'58'. (5)

It is interesting that these equations represent differences in the natural angles of different
atoms. This analysis by itself is not able to predict their absolute values, though, if we
decided to put 0s, : 02,: 120', it would lead to the values 0u: 124" 56', $n : ll7' 4l'.

It is important to remember, however, that the " natural " valence angles represented
by these values refer only to the atoms as they occur in a pyridine-like situation. They



uray not, therefore, be carried over to other situations, such as in benzene, where the per-
turbing influence of an aza-nitrogen atom is not present.

The results in (6) may be compared with the earlier singl+parameter nesults: I

6" - $vr: -llo, 0ro - 0go : 0 (6)

It is clear, from both (5) and (6), that the natural valence angle for nitrogen is distinctly
less than that for C-1. But (5) suggests that C-l and C-2 difier considerably. Now, the
three-parameter potential function 7 which we have used is certainly still too simple. We
cannot improve it, however, from a consideration of equilibrium structure only. To go
any further would require that we calculate and also measure the in-plane vibration fre.
quencies. Until this has been done, we may perhaps be led, from this analysis, tothe ten-
tative view that the presence of a ring nitrogen atom exerts a distinct influence on the
characteristic valence angles of the carbo,:r atoms adjacent to it.

It would be possible, without great difficulty, to introduce difierent force constants
kN and A6 for variations of the bond angles away from their natural values. There is no
point in doing so at the moment, without any additional experimental data from which these
constants could be obtained.
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